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Overview

The Online Fashion Retail Industry, particularly at the luxury end, 

seems to be doing well. Over the past few years, a lot of money has 

been invested in fashion retail businesses like Moda Operandi ($46 

million), Nasty Gal ($49 million), ShoeDazzle ($66 million), BeachMint 

($75 million) and Gilt Group (whopping $236 million). Valuations of 

these companies might seem inflated, but these companies are grow-

ing fast with the help of clear revenue stream and a value proposition 

that is beyond price advantage.

 But while one segment of the fashion industry is savouring growth 

with recurring revenue the other segment is stifling to survive. There is 

a huge contrast amidst the same industry. 

Time is changing, so is technology, so is the media and so should your 

marketing. 

Businesses are stalling because of their inability to adapt to the shift in 

the media consumption behavior of the consumer.
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 » Content is the new social currency

Today, we are spending big chunk of our lives gazing at our lap-

top and mobile screens, soaking more information than proba-

bly our brain can process. The impact of this changing pattern 

in content discovery and consumption is big, especially in the 

fashion industry. Today, we are what we share and this is what’s 

building identities of individuals and brands. If you can be the 

source of new fashion ideas and inspiration, you can be the fash-

ion people will love to follow and buy from.

If you are  a Fashion start-up aiming to exploit the curated fash-

ion opportunities, then this  article is for you. You will learn how to 

be unique and selective, to draw people away from biggies like 

eBay & Amazon, but broad enough to scale and yet offer a luxury 

buying experience.

We will take a look at companies such as NastyGal, Modcloth, 

Mr Porter and other digital-driven fashion brands who are selling 

their products directly to the consumers at high gross margins 

with low customer acquisition cost due to Social Media. These 

companies are targeting the new age Internet generation by tak-

ing a dramatically different approach. They have re-defined fash-

ion retail by mastering what runs the internet – ‘the content’. They 

sell more than just clothes and shoes, they sell online fashion 

experience. With the power of curated content, these companies 

have become a stamp of approval for their customers for fashion 

discovery.

Among these new wave fashion retail companies, there is one 

trait in common.  They all are tech-savvy and understand how to 

leverage the ‘new’ internet and especially social media as a mar-

keting & distribution channel.
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 » Let’s first talk about the fundamental difference be 
 tween the business of selling fashion and clothing

The business of selling clothes runs on the equation of need or 

demand.  A demand for ‘nice’ & ‘affordable’ clothes which can be 

bought conveniently from the comfort of home using the inter-

net. On the other hand, the business of fashion runs on the 

‘desire to be in Vogue’. Both these businesses have different 

audience and require different styles of marketing. Perceived 

value is essentially a major differentiating factor between the 

both. 

The key to building a successful e-commerce business lies in 

creating a life time customer value so that customers not only 

come back for more but also share their experience with their 

friends and family on Social Media. In Fashion retail industry, 

brands set the foundation to build a lifetime customer value on 

the things such as:

 » Perceived value

 » Personalized Shopping Experience

 » Honest, Openness & Realness

 » Fashion Supply Management

 » Involving their customers – Crowd-sourcing
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Percieved Value

Perceived value is what a customer believes a merchandise is worth, 

when he or she agrees to pay (or not to pay) for the ownership of the 

product. Compared to the real value of the product, perceived value 

is more difficult to measure directly, yet it has a greater impact on its 

value to the customer.

Having said that, perceived value of the product offered by a brand is 

also measured by its brand loyalty, awareness and positive associa-

tions which the brand has engendered in its target market.

“eBay taught me a lot about perceived value, and how to make 
things look their best, because that’s really the difference between 
literally putting a plus-size ladies anorak on a hanger and taking 
a picture of it, and putting it on a cool girl and making it look like 
something beyond your wildest dreams that you can snag for way 
less than Comme Des Garçons.” 

        - SOPHIA AMORUSO - Founder, 
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 The most successful online Fashion Retailers are the ones, who 

have kept Content as the focal point of their business. Their con-

tent is created by a production team (mostly in-house) in the 

form of stories, product descriptions, fashion shoots, style guides 

and more. In case of bootstrapped Fashion businesses like Nas-

tyGal.com and Pinupgirlclothing.com, this role is being played by 

the company owners themselves. However, as the company gets 

bigger, there is a whole team of creative professionals, working 

together to ensure the entire content production process runs 

seamlessly.

 » Photoshoot Operations

 » Stills studio

 » Video Production

 » Model Casting

 » Photo-editing

 » Copy-writing

 And It is what this production team produces that gets liked on 

Facebook, Tweeted on twitter and pinned on Pinterest.

 

Now let’s delve deep into the concept of Perceived Value and 

see how you can measure and increase it.  
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1.  Be good at communicating visually with your customers
Talking about physical fashion stores, product display is a critical component of 

a customer’s showroom experience. Brand owners invest heavily on displays to 

make the product look larger than life. On the other hand, with emergence of 

Social commerce when information sharing is becoming more and more visual, 

you cannot go too far if you do not have a streamlined process for content pro-

duction. With product photos, imagine as if your customers are looking at your 

product from your eyes. Let your photos communicate as much visual information 

as your customer needs to be convinced about the product value. Here are some 

of the angles to be covered when you present your product as an image to your 

customers.

 » Fasteners (close-up shot of any buttons, hooks or laces in the product)

 » Material of the fabric (extreme close-up shot to capture fabric details, you  

 might need a macro lens)

 » Feel of the fabric (nicely lit environment can take care of this)

 » Stitch, Seam & Lining (one close-up picture that captures both)

 » Emblems (zoomed & cropped shot of the emblem that shows how the em 

 blem is attached to the cloth)

 » Brand Tag (it can be captured in any of the above shot)

 » Using of videos as medium of visual communication

Videos are an excellent medium of getting your brand into the brains of your cus-

tomers. In other words, it helps you secure mind share of your customers, which 

is more important than market share.
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Freepeople hired ‘TheMill’ & ‘SwellNY’ to create this video presenting their Boho 

& Indie clothing in the form of a short film. 

http://vimeo.com/60184748
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2.  Pay attention to the product’s packaging
Some online fashion retailers show attractive product packaging to visitors on 

their webpage to increase perceived value of their products. Their efforts here 

are to compensate for the experience lag as compared to if they were in a phys-

ical showroom. Showing product packaging gives the customer a glimpse into 

product’s delivery experience before they place an order. MrPorter ensures that 

the packaging delivers everything which customers can expect from a high fash-

ion store. From the embossed pattern on the paper, to the crisp foiled logo and 

high quality boards and papers, to the hand finishing and fabric accessory ranges. 

They show their packaging on their website. 

However, it is extremely important for a fashion brand that when a customer opens the delivery 
box, the fashion item and packaging should look at least 10 times better than it looked virtually 
when ordered it was ordered from the website. This requires not only setting high standards for 
the product that you are selling but also high standards of product packaging.
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3.  Use product descriptions to give a character to your product
With the increasing maturity of Social Media as a marketing channel, new age 

fashion retailers no longer have to write spammy meta tags and product descrip-

tions to please Google. You can now focus on writing crisp meta tags and product 

descriptions to communicate to the customer the product’s value and the story 

behind it. ModCloth tells a story with every product they sell which adds so much 

more life to their products.
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4.  Beware of Inflating Perceived Value
While you or your production team works on increasing the perceived value of 

your products, don’t cross the line by inflating perceived value so much that it no 

longer matches the experience of the customer when she opens up the package. 

Online Fashion Retail businesses thrive on repeat orders, more average order val-

ue and lifetime customer value. But if you inflate the perceived value, the repeat 

orders and average order value will remain low and logistics will suffer as more 

and more of your customers file complaints and returns.

5.  Avoid selling on your Homepage
Fashion retailers use home page to engage with the visitors / customers, by 

communicating the message of the business and build relationship & trust. Lead-

ing Online Fashion Retailers do not show product pricing on their homepage. 

Instead, they encourage them to experience their store from their home page 

before going into product pricing.

6.  Tell a story with your ‘About’ page
People who are performing behind the scenes need to be excited and this ex-

citement and passion for the business must be shown on the website. Customers 

would want to know with whom they are dealing with and they appreciate trans-

parency. Show them the people behind the brand who are running the show.
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About page of WarbyParker.com shows their ability of storytelling and thus reinforcing their success on social me-
dia.

http://www.warbyparker.com
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7.  Always be New!
While working with many e-commerce businesses, we have experienced how 

unorganized many retailers are about uploading/adding new products to their 

store. But first, why does it even matter? It matters because if you are adding new 

products and they are going unnoticed by your returning visitors, they might feel 

they are shopping from dead stock. There is a psychological difference between 

‘uploading’ new products and launching them as new fashion collection.

FreePeople.com ’Work it girl’ banner in which they give an opportunity to their customers to 
know FP Girls as they pose in their new collection. In Online Fashion Retail, it’s crucial that 
your store looks new to your customers when they visit. To look new, you need loads of content 
and of course new products. 

http://www.freepeople.com/
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Saturday highlights their new arrivals prominently with a yellow bar saying – ‘new this week’. 
Modcloth launches around 10 to 15 items every day to keep their store fresh for their returning 
visitors. 

http://www.saturday.com/
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Personalized Shopping Experience
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8.  Know your Customers
If you are serious about creating a lifetime customer value, you have to know your 

customers closely. Online Fashion Retailers are finding new and innovative ways 

to collect customer information and use it to provide a personalized shopping 

experience.

Shoedazzle collects customer’s shopping preference in the form of Quiz before giving them per-
sonalized shopping experience and product recommendations. A Fashion Retailer must try to 
collect as much information as possible from customers whenever they have the opportunity, 
without overwhelming them.

http://www.shoedazzle.com/
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9.  Sell a look
Adding related products section (for example – ‘you might also be interested 

in’) to the product page is a popular way for e-commerce retailers to encourage 

users to buy more products related to what they originally came to buy. When 

you see these recommendations, you might wonder – ok, I might be interested in 

buying ‘this’ with ‘this’ but will they go well together? It’s like saying that you can 

buy this tie with this shirt but how will this tie look with the shirt – go figure out 

yourself. Until you don’t have enough customer data and an efficient algorithm 

to show intelligent related product suggestions, instead of showing related un-

matched products, it’s better to show a complete look like how ASOS has done.

ASOS putting the pieces together by displaying a complete look in their ‘complete the look’ sec-
tion on the product page. When a user is looking at one product they’re shown the complete set 
in the up-sell section. It has everything, from Strappy Sandals, Tee and even the Nail Paint to 
complete the look in the product picture.

http://www.asos.com/%3Fhrd%3D1
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10.  Make it easy for them to buy right fitting & size
While e-commerce itself is maturing day by day, customers still take it with grain 

of salt. There are aspects of it that cannot be changed due to its sheer nature. 

While customers have the opportunity to buy clothes from the convenience of 

home, there is no way for them to be 100% sure that they are ordering the right 

fit. Fitting remains among the prime concerns of the customers when they shop 

online. And when not handled well, it’s a source of additional cost for retailers as 

the orders with incorrect sizes from customers would translate into support, and 

return requests.

ModCloth shows this video to make it easy for their customers to buy the correct size. 

http://www.modcloth.com/
http://vimeo.com/16037431
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11.  Use cookies for a personalized shopping experience
Cookies (AKA browser cookie) is a text string that is stored in a web browser. It 

is data sent by a web server to a browser and then sent back unchanged by the 

browser every time it accesses the server. Prime objective of cookies is to enrich 

the browsing experience of user by personalizing it according to user’s behavior. 

For example, it enables user to save username and password into the browser so 

that he/she doesn’t have to remember it. In e-commerce, following four are the 

most commonly used cookies:

 » Website functionality cookies: These type of cookies enable a visitor to  

 use features like shopping cart and wish lists.

 » Website analytics cookies: Online retailer use these cookies to measure  

 and analyse how customers use the website. This allows retailers to im  

 prove their shopping experience.

 » Customer preference cookies: When browsing or shopping online, these  

 cookies enable website to remember preferences of the customer (for ex 

 ample user name, language or location). This makes browsing experience  

 of the user simpler, easier and more personal.

 » Targeting cookies: These cookies are used to deliver targeted content.   

 These cookies also limit the number of times customer sees something on  

 the website (For e.g. advertisement or any other content).

ASOS remembers gender of a user and redirects him/her to the specific category each time he or 
she opens ASOS.com.

http://www.asos.com/
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12.  Invite customers to be part of a community
When talking to many online retailers, we noticed that the word ‘membership,’ in Internet 

retail, is losing its meaning. When a user is invited to register on a store, the benefits that 

are projected to a user on the registration page are mostly related to usability, for exam-

ple:

 » Save credit card details for faster shopping

 » Manage order history

 » Gain access to your Wish List

 » Track your orders easily and etc.

Even though the aforementioned benefits are important, but they cannot build commu-

nities. A customer would not come back to a store just because it offers the convenience 

of not entering the  credit card or billing information again. This might help in retaining 

customers but it may not be as helpful in building a long-term relationship with them. 

The projected benefit of registration by an Online Retailer should go beyond usability 

and give user an opportunity to be part of the business. Your real job starts after they 

have registered. See how you want to engage with them.
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13.  Personalized Email Marketing
Fashion retail stores are using emails not only as a marketing channel but also an instru-

ment to build relationship with their customers. They create intelligent email marketing 

campaigns to give personalized shopping experience to their customers. They collect 

email addresses and other customer information when they subscribe and combine it 

with their purchasing behavior. This enables them to send the most targeted content, 

product recommendations, and deals via email.

14.  Use Pop-up sign-up form
Pop-up sign-up form is one common feature used by all the leading fashion stores. If 

you enable a popup sign-up form on your store and a new visitors opens your website, 

a sign-up form emerges and greys out the site in the background to show only a popup 

signup form. This is a great way to increase the number of newsletter subscribers or reg-

istered users of your store.

While there are many bad ways of setting this evil pop-up, there are also many ways of doing it right. 
Pop-up Newsletter sign-up form when you open DKNY.

Hook: Fashion retailers like KarmaLoop use a hook such as discounts and style books to 

entice a visitor into becoming member of the store..

http://www.karmaloop.com/
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15.  Keep the ideal frequency of your emails proportional to your ability to  
       deliver value each time

Those of you who are wary about the frequency of your newsletters to your subscribers, 

you might be pleasantly surprised that many fashion retailers are pushing the limits by 

bombing their subscribers with tons of high quality fashion content every day. But, why 

they’re able to get away with such high email frequency (while you may not) is because 

of their ability to offer value to their subscribers consistently in all their emails.
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Honesty, Realness and Openness

We are living in an era when brands have to be completely transparent 

and honest. Companies today, no longer have the same information 

benefit over the customers which they used to have earlier when there 

was no Internet as they could run business in isolation with the cus-

tomer.

An unpleased customer today can cause more damage to a brand 

with the help of social media than any time in the history.
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16.  Be honest with product reviews
If you are in retail, you probably already know the importance of showing product re-

views. Reviews can greatly influence a buyer’s buying decision. Knowing this, many re-

tailers moderate reviews so that only positive ones are allowed to display on the product 

page irrespective of whether or not the product is right for the customer.

Unfortunately, you cannot go too far with this kind of opaque approach as you will fail to 

build trust for your brand. Brands today have to be completely honest with their custom-

ers. The objective of showing reviews should not be to sell a product but to help cus-

tomer make a wise buying decision, even if it means allowing negative reviews for the 

product you are selling. This is because at the end of the day returns, refunds and more 

negative reviews would prove to be both an expensive and a  disparaging affair. 

On the other hand, If you allow your customers to know both positives and negatives 

about the product before purchasing, you will be able to save both the money, and the 

trust they have bestowed on you.

This is why, GAP generously shows moderately negative reviews of their products.
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The objective should be to foster a relationship of trust with the customer. ASOS also 

offers this great feature in which shows summary of all the product reviews as below.

It goes without saying that this will require you be more diligent and intelligent 

with reviews moderation. While you become more generous, do not allow reviews 

with profanity or the ones that link to your competitors.
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17.  Stay Real
Social Media is democratizing luxury and fashion. Luxury brands can no longer be the 

dictator of fashion and tell someone, “You’re not pretty enough to carry our products!” 

Today, since customers are empowered with social media, if any fashion brand tries to 

dictate such impression , a customers has the means to say “Well...Go to hell!”

 

A community is built on real life pictures which are not always perfect. Any product pic-

ture that has been taken by your customer from her iPhone is as important to your busi-

ness as the one taken by your production team.

The picture that is shared by your customer on your website or social media may not be 

as good as the ones you might take in your studio, but it will have a much more positive 

impact on your sales because the former is more authentic.
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18.  Be Open with your customers
If you screw-up, do not censor. It’s OK to mess-up. Be open about it. If a particular vendor 

is consistently getting negative reviews from customers due to quality or misfits, instead 

of blocking the reviews, block the vendor. Take it as an opportunity to engage with the 

customers who placed the order. Write a blog post about it, explaining what went wrong. 

Your customers will appreciate it and be more loyal to your brand.

Vendor rating: Discontinue with the vendor who is consistently getting negative feedback from 
customers. Retailers such as ModCloth rate their vendors as per customer reviews and feedback. 
That they can get rid of negative reviews from the source.

19.  Send out a clear message
In Online Fashion retail, what differentiates one store from the another is the way they 

tell their story. For example, when you go to Everlane.com, first thing you see is this mes-

sage, with which they try to position their brands in the mind of the visitors / customers.

The biggest benefit of showing this message is that it forces you to have a clear 

business model and stick to it too; because it’s seen by everyone – you, your em-

ployees, investors and customers.
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20.  Put your own brand first
What do you put first – your house brand or other brands you sell? Depending on your 

business model, you may either sell fashion products as a house brand or sell other 

brands or both. It’s common to see retailers selling brands other than their house brand, 

showing their brand logo identity prominently on the website as ‘featured brands’ or 

‘designers.’ Although, it does make it easy for visitors to find their favorite brands quick-

ly and the retailer gets passive trust benefit from the featured brand for their own retail 

brand. But it also gives customer a sense of what the store owner puts first – their own 

brand or the brand they sell. The new age content driven fashion stores show others’ 

brand names or logos on their homepage. For them, their own brand is bigger than the 

brands they sell.

21.  Incentivize customers in the form of referral programs
Apart from affiliate marketing, online fashion retailers use incentivization as a tool to fuel 

their brand’s word of mouth. For example, Gilt runs a $25 referral program to reward their 

customers to encourage them to share Gilt experience with their friends. Such programs 

can help you increase the reach of your brand from your own customer base.

However, do not base the word of mouth of your fashion brand entirely on a referral or 

reward program. If your products, content and entire business model are not compelling, 

referral program would not do any good to your brand. You will only end-up wasting time 

and money in implementation of a reward program which will never work because the 

product and brand are not worth sharing yet.
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Fashion Supply Management

There are various ways how retailers source unique fashion items to 

sell on their online fashion store(s). For example: trade shows, Fashion 

Designers, Import etc.

 » Trade Shows: If you’re not a fashion designer, you can go to  
 fashion tradeshows and checkout the ready-made collection of  
 designers. If you like a designer, you might have to go through  
 multiple rounds of negotiation with vendors (for price, minimum  
 order, ship-date, exclusivity, etc.) before you come to a mutual  
 agreement

 » Working with Fashion Designers: Working with fashion design 
 ers gives you better control on the placement of fashion brand  
 using the kind of fashion you want to promote. A designer takes  
 your requirements and submit sketches of the designs. Once  
 you give them your approval on the design along with a pur 
 chase order, they buy bulk material and hand it over to a manu 
 facturer who then manufactures the order on a mass scale as  
 per the order size.

 » Importing Fashion clothing: A lot of retailers also import their  
 products and sell them at good margins. As profitable it may  
 sound but it has its own challenges. You may have little con 
 trol over the logistics, quality and exclusivity of the product. Nas 
 tyGal sources a big fraction of its clothing from outside the US.
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22.  Explore ETSY for vendors and design inspirations
You can find small to medium size vendors for your store at Etsy who not only match with 

your brand image but can offer you great deal in terms of price and delivery.

A Beautiful dress by Zhu Linhui from China, who sells some amazing fashion clothing on 

her ETSY shop. You can contact such extremely talented designers at ETSY and source 

unique fashion products for your own store.

Having said that, not all of sellers on ETSY have the capacity to handle higher volume or-

ders. You should be ready to help them in finding manufacturers from your own network 

so that they can scale-up quickly to fulfill your order on time.

23.  Avoid Selling non-exclusive products as far as possible
It can damage your brand if what you’re selling is also available on other websites or a 

local mall of your customers. The products you are selling need to be unique to your 

store or else you have to be ready to take-on the price war with your competitors. And 

it’s a lose-lose battle, if you are in fashion retail. Comparison shopping engines have 

made it easier for customers to compare prices. So you might want to stay away from 

this never-ending battle as far as possible.
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24.  Keep the first buy small
If you find a good vendor who is offering you great designs, quality & price, do not place 

a big order right away. Wait till you get a good amount of feedback from your customers 

regarding the product. 

First place a small order and put them on your website to see how quickly they get sold 

out. Make an effort to collect data from your customers about their experience using the 

product:

 » Direct feedback: Enable mini survey tools like Qualaroo on the product page and  

 ask question from visitors about the product’s perceived value.

 » Product Reviews: Reach out the customers and ask them to come back and leave  

 reviews about their purchase. Design your message in a way that customers give  

 you data about the product’s size, fitting, feel, value for money etc.

If the product is a hit, contact your vendor to know if they have enough material to han-

dle a bigger re-order and ask them to deliver before the product goes out of stock. This 

can help you keep check of dead stock as you know that it WILL sell for sure.

25   The products you sell, should all seem to belong to the same family
IIn Online fashion retail, it’s important that the product selection is in-sync with brand’s 

own aesthetics, theme & values. Bigger fashion retailers usually have a style director 

who oversee and edit the upload of new products (in case of start-ups, this role is played 

by the company owner). They ensure that the selected products are not only sophisti-

cated, high-end, creative and editorial but they are also in-sync with the brand itself. Not 

only all the new products belong to same family but also the product presentation as 

well(which at times includes the type of models who pose wearing it).

For example, if you look at the product pictures at Modcloth, they all are shot and edited 

to achieve consistent colors & lighting environment.
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26.  Keep check on products going out of stock 
If the product sales curve is picking up and it looks like it’s going to sell-out soon, the 

purchase team should place an immediate re-order on time so that the product does not 

go out of stock. The product remains live if the vendor (seller/designer) is able to deliver 

the re-order on time, but if it’s late, retailers should set a ‘notify me’ link to intimate cus-

tomers when the product is  back in stock. But if you decide to turn the page OFF, do not 

forget to place a 301 redirect to the category pages so that it does not negatively impact 

the experience of crawlers and users on your website.

27.  Never let the inventory size exceed your ability to present it on your   
       store
If the number of products on your store are so many that you’re unable to write quality 

product descriptions & meta tags, your store is either overloaded with stock or it’s time 

to hire more people in your production team. In other words, an Online fashion store 

should have only so many products on the website that the retailer is able to write qual-

ity product descriptions, meta tags and click professional pictures with the available 

resources at disposal.

27.  Use discounts strategically
Using discounts to get rid of dead-stock is a no-brainier. Use of strategic discounts helps 

in keeping the collection moving, which means that at times stock rotation is more im-

portant than profit in the business of fashion. You can offer strategic discounts to get rid 

of dead-stock and introduce new collection to keep the stock fresh for the customers. 

Organize clearance sale every month (offering discounts from 10 to 25%) to keep the 

stock rotation going and a heavier discount (in the range of 40 to 75% on return bases) 

twice every year to clear the remaining dead stock and keep your brand as new as possi-

ble.
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26.  Be selective with what you want to sell
When e-commerce businesses grow in sales, they often run into the dilemma of scaling 

inventory to match increase in sales. The biggest challenge in scaling-up the operations 

is to match the demand in a way that customer and brand does not suffers during the 

transition. Some fashion retailers are too reactive to customer demands for adding new 

category of products. Be thoughtful when you are adding new categories – see if the 

new product category is in sync with the core of your brand. 

For example, if you’re predominantly selling vintage fashion clothing on your store, it may 

not be such a good business decision to add new ‘organic’ category to your online store 

just because you have some customers demanding for it or you have found a vendor 

who is offering you great organic clothing at good margins which you think your custom-

ers would love. With such an approach, you might end-up diluting your brand by trying to 

sell everything.
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Crowdsourcing & Fashion Retail

In the traditional Fashion industry, what is sold in the market comes 

from the taste-makers sitting at the top, telling the world what to wear. 

However, a big shift has started to happen as modern Fashion Retail 

companies have broken and changed the flow of fashion upside down 

with the help of crowdsourcing. They have given customers a voice 

and enabled them to tell the brand what they want.
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30.  Give opportunities to your customers to be part of your business
With ‘Be the Buyer’ program, ModCloth enables its customers to either vote a product 

into the inventory or skip it.

They simply post a product from places like ETSY on their blog and let their customers 

comment  and vote in its favour or against it. If it gets the thumbs-up from the communi-

ty, they go ahead and actually get it made. 

Similarly, with programs such as ‘Make The Cut Contest’, the message Modcloth gives 

is - ‘You came. You sketched. We produced’. They give a theme to their community and 

ask them to submit sketches of creative, wearable styles that fit the theme. The rewards 

they offer is engaging too – $500 per winning sketch and the product is named after the 

winning customer who designed it.

Olapic is a great tool to show user generated photos on your store. With this tool, you can collect, curate 
and display high quality photos of your product that your customers are already posting on Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter and more. It’s used by the likes of Nastygal to allow their customers to click their own 
pictures wearing the dress they just bought. It’s a great way to engage with your existing and potential 
customers.
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31.  Expand the role your customer-care team
The role of customer care is changing dramatically in the fashion retail industry. Their 

scope of work has gone beyond handing product’s availability, order and delivery related 

troubleshooting to being Fashion Consultants .

These interactions with customers are going more personalized in nature as they are 

seen by retailers as opportunities to build stronger relationships with the customers. 

These conversations also leave retailers with a goldmine worth of customer information 

which can be used for better brand positioning.
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32.  Be the style maker with fashion blogging
There are many retailers out there who have little idea when it comes to using blog 

to drive exposure for their business. They are stuck in the mindset of only writing to 

sell,whereas Fashion Blogging has evolved so much today that Fashion bloggers are 

being invited in the fashion shows and sitting in the front row. You need to evolve beyond 

typical content creation mindset, for example:

 » Show behind the scenes in your blog

 » Tell them what issues you face as a retailer, ask for help from customers

 » Share interesting interaction between your employees and customers as stories

 » Reach out to other bloggers. Go an extra-mile – Name an item after blogger and  

 award them with a gift.

 » Run contests for bloggers.

 » Drive traffic from news trends on celebrity dressing

Make sure you post what’s valuable to your demographics & psychographic even if that 

does not relate to what you are trying to sell.

Bloggers like Manrepeller have used Fashion blogging to build a wide audience for their brand 
and generate revenue using advertisement and social e-commerce.

http://www.manrepeller.com/
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33.  Hire people from your customer demographic & psychographic
It may not apply to other industries but in Fashion retail, it can play a big role in the com-

pany’s growth if it hires people from its target customer segment. The characteristics 

of employees of a fashion brand should match the characteristics of its customers. For 

example, if you’re selling to women, aged between 20 to 35 years, who love vintage 

fashion, try to hire from the same segment. In such case, a 28-year-old female photog-

rapher who loves vintage clothing, will give you a better delivery than a 45 year old male 

who likes Indie clothing. So as far as possible, hire people from your target demographic 

& psychographic.

34.  Implement
We hope you learned new and interesting things from this article and that you use it as 

a resource to start or continue your journey as a Fashion Retailer. Do not forget to give a 

shout out on Twitter @ilovefashionret (using the hashtag #ilovefashionretail) and share 

this resource with your friends and colleagues.


